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INTRODUCTION

In September 2016, the County of Bedford received approval

By legislation, UDA areas strongly encourage new development

from the Virginia Office of Intermodal Planning and Investment

to follow Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND) design

(OIPI) for the provision of technical planning services focused on

principles (see description of TND below) and promote increased

the designation of one or more Urban Development Areas (UDA).

overall multimodal interconnectivity to create walkable, compact

Based on this award, Bedford County worked with a consultant

communities.

team from the Virginia firm, Rhodeside & Harwell Inc., to analyze
existing conditions, host stakeholder interviews, site visits and

Following the development and adoption of each UDA boundary,

public meetings to determine two UDA boundaries.

Bedford County will have increased priority consideration
for funding of Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT)

Supporting the goals of the Virginia UDA program, the County and
consultant team worked collaboratively to devise a conceptual
framework aimed at accommodating at least 10 years of projected
growth within the Forest and New London areas of the County.

transportation projects within the UDA boundaries.
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WHAT IS AN URBAN DEVELOPMENT AREA (UDA)?

As defined by the UDA legislation (HR § 15.2-2223.1.), Urban

and pedestrian networks, (iv) preservation of natural areas,

Development Areas: (1) Are areas that may be appropriate for

(v) mixed-use neighborhoods, including mixed housing types,

development at the minimum per acre density ranges stated

with affordable housing to meet the projected family income

in the legislation and specified in section 3 below. (2) May be

distributions of future residential growth, (vi) reduction of front

sufficient to meet projected residential and commercial growth in

and side yard building setbacks, and (vii) reduction of subdivision

the locality for an ensuing period of at least 10 but not more than

street widths and turning radii at subdivision street intersections.

20 years, which may include phasing of development within these

(5) The Virginia General Assembly has directed that transportation

areas. (3) Shall be reexamined and, if necessary, revised every

improvements to support UDAs be considered in both the

five years in conjunction with the review of the comprehensive

needs assessment contained in the Commonwealth’s long-

plan and in accordance with the most recent available population

range plan (known as VTrans), as well as in the HB2 statewide

growth estimates and projections. (4) Shall incorporate principles

prioritization process for project selection. VTrans focuses on

of Traditional Neighborhood Design (see description of TND below)

a multifaceted strategy that recognizes the importance of the

which may include but need not be limited to: (i) pedestrian-

Corridors of Statewide Significance, Regional Networks, and Urban

friendly road design, (ii) interconnection of new local streets

Development Areas to help maximize the Commonwealth’s public

with existing local streets and roads, (iii) connectivity of road

transportation investments.



Traditional
Neighborhood
Development (TND)
WHAT IS TRADITIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD
DEVELOPMENT (TND)?
All development within the overall UDA boundary must, as
a minimum, meet the overall Commonwealth’s mandated
requirements for Urban Development Areas. These include:

1

Densities per acre on the developable acreage of at least
four single-family residences, six townhouses, or 12
apartment/condominium units per acre.

2

A minimum Floor Area Ratio (FAR) that exceeds 0.4 per
acre for commercial development.

3

A mix of uses within the context of a Traditional
Neighborhood Design concept, to include:
(1) Road, street and building locations that create
walkable neighborhood centers
(2) Interconnected local streets and roads, both
existing and new, in order to form a walkable/
bikeable street network
(3) A diversity of land uses as a mixed-use concept
(4) Facilities that allow for, and encourage,
multimodal access (public transit, biking, walking,
jogging) to work, home, shops, and recreation
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PRECEDENT:
PROVIDENCE | HUNTSVILLE, AL
Situated on 275 acres, Providence, a master-planned development,
is a mixed use community that is situated near Huntsville’s growing
Cumming Research Park. The community is designed to respect the
landscape and is embedded between two active creeks. Anchoring
the community on one end is the town center, which contains
residential units and offices above retail shops. When complete,
its town center will host 80,000 sf of retail space, 180,000 sf of
office space, a hotel and cinema. At Providence’s other end is a
new K-8 public school. Outside of its town center, Providence hosts
of a series of neighbohood clusters containing a variety of housing
types. Each neighborhood is anchored by small parks, which are
connected via greenways and pedestrian-scaled streets.

Town Center (source: Village of Providence)
Apartments Over Retail (source: Providence Place)

Single Family Homes (source: @Homes Reality)
(source: DPZ Partners)



PRECEDENT:
PLEIN AIR | TAYLOR, MS
Located within several miles of the University of Mississippi’s main
campus in Oxford, Plein Air is a small-scale mixed-use community.
Its developer’s intention is to grow the community organically with
buildings that are designed to be different yet complimentary.
While there’s a range of housing types in Plein Air, its homes are
united by front porches, pedestrian-scaled streets, and public
open spaces. When complete, Plein Air’s village center will host
20-30 local businesses flanked by 200 residences. Mixed among
its new businesses, the village center will also house loft style
apartments, offices, and civic institutions. Plein Air is intended to
support social connectedness and maintain a small town feel.

Village Chapel (source: The Mill at Plein Air)
Village Center (source: Plein Air Taylor)

Single Family Homes (source: Plein Air Taylor)
(source: Google Maps)
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PRECEDENT:
HAMPSTEAD | MONTGOMERY, AL
Located eight miles southeast of Downtown Montgomery,
Hampstead is a phased mixed-use development established in
2008. Similar to other TND communities, Hampstead is anchored
by a mixed-use village center and green. While not yet fully built
out, the village center hosts numerous civic amenities such as a
YMCA, public library branch, and Montessori School, in addition
to a variety of shops, offices, and apartments. Surrounding the
village center are homes designed for a range of residents. The
community is already subdivided as of 2008, yet all new homes
are designed and built individually to provide building variation.
Following all other TND communities, Hampstead’s streets are
designed for pedestrians and encourage walking and biking.

Village Green (source: Hampstead Living)

Town Homes (source: Hampstead Living)

Single Family Homes (source: Business Alabama)

(source: Google Maps)
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PROJECT CONTEXT

Bedford County is predominately rural and has extensive natural

Several UDAs have already been designated within Bedford

beauty. The County is nestled southeast of the Blue Ridge

County, but none of these UDA boundaries include the County’s

Mountains and has easy access to natural and heritage resources

developing eastern edge. Bedford County’s proximity to Roanoke

such as the Blue Ridge Parkway, James River Face Wilderness

and Lynchburg has increasingly spurred suburban growth,

Park, Smith Mountain Lake and Thomas Jefferson’s Poplar Forest

especially near its eastern edges along Routes 221 and 460. Given

Estate. The County is strategically located between the Roanoke

development pressure, the County is interested in designating

and Lynchburg metropolitan areas. Its County seat, the Town of

one ore more additional UDA’s to balance the need for additional

Bedford, is centrally located and is equidistant between Roanoke

high-quality development with strategically preserving natural

and Lynchburg along the County’s primary highway, Route 460.

resources around the Forest and New London areas.

PUBLIC OUTREACH/ENGAGEMENT

The County hosted three Steering Committee meetings, two community meetings,
and two presentations to the Bedford County Board of Supervisors.

1

February 2nd, 2017 | Steering Committee Meeting - Scoping, Kickoff & Existing Conditions

2

February 2nd, 2017 | Public Meeting 1 - Kickoff & Existing Conditions

3

June 14th, 2017 | Steering Committee Meeting - Draft UDA Boundaries

4

September 25th, 2017 | County Board of Supervisors Presentation - Draft Focus Area Concepts

5

October 5th, 2017 | Steering Committee Meeting - Revised Boundaries and Focus Area Concepts

6

October 5th, 2017 | Public Meeting 2 - Revised Boundaries and Focus Area Concepts

7

August 2018 | County Planning Commission Public Hearing - UDA Comprehensive Plan Ammendment Adoption

8

September 2018 | County Board of Supervisors Presentation - UDA Comprehensive Plan Ammendment Adoption



UDA Boundary
Determination Process
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BOUNDARY DETERMINATION

Working with County staff and a 14-person Steering Committee, a

During the UDA boundary designation process, County staff

series of UDA boundaries were developed and revised. Following

and stakeholders mentioned the following themes: (1) future

discussions based on both site visits and existing conditions

development should be focused along undeveloped areas along

analyses, it was determined that any new UDAs should focus

Thomas Jefferson Road, (2) water/sewer infrastructure must

around Route 221 (Forest Road), Route 460 (Lynchburg Salem

be considered when planning for new development, (3) where

Turnpike) and Route 811 (Thomas Jefferson Road). These were

feasible, encourage more interconnected roadway and sidewalk

felt to be the areas under the greatest pressures for development,

connections between Routes 221 and 460, (4) plan for additional

and are adjacent to crucial roadways for residents commuting

school accommodations to address future growth per community

to Lynchburg. Following collaboration with County staff and

request, and (5) maximize new publicly accessible park space

stakeholders, two finalized UDA boundaries were selected: Forest

along Thomas Jefferson Road.

UDA and New London UDA (Figures 1). Figure 2 further illustrates
the rationale for selecting these UDAs.



UDA FINAL BOUNDARY MAP
FIGURE 1

FOREST UDA

NEW LONDON UDA
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UDA BOUNDARY RATIONALE MAP
FIGURE 2

FOREST UDA RATIONALE
The Forest UDA’s southern boundaries are
drawn to exclude pre-existing/established
residential communities and land preserves
like Thomas Jefferson’s Popular Forest. Its
northern boundaries are drawn to include
Forest’s existing village center while
excluding the agricultural preserve north of
Route 221.

NEW LONDON UDA RATIONALE
The New London’s boundaries are drawn to
include existing commerical areas along
Route 460 while excluding established
residential areas to the north and west, and
industrial areas to the east.



FOREST UDA ITERATION 1
FIGURE 3
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FOREST UDA ITERATION 2
FIGURE 4

BOUNDARY DETERMINATION (CONTINUED)

Figures 3 and 4 (above) represent UDA boundary iterations that

(requires extensive parcel consolidation), (4) overly complex

were NOT selected. These boundaries were excluded based on the

water/sewer jurisdiction with City of Lynchburg, (5) insufficient

following: contains (1) too few undeveloped parcels to allow for

water/sewer infrastructure, (6) parts of an agricultural/forest

the desired minimum UDA densities within a scale appropriate for

preserve, (7) the presence of stable residential neighborhoods,

the area, (2) overly complex property ownership (smaller parcels

and/or (8) active industrial land.

shared by too many owners), (3) inadequately sized parcels
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FOREST & NEW LONDON UDAs:
URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK
The urban design frameworks for the both Forest and New London
UDAs include the following recommendations:

5

Protect existing green space and environmentally sensitive
land throughout the corridor. Where feasible and available,
include recreational trails along this network of green

1

Establish the Thomas Jefferson Road corridor (buffered) as

space. These connections should, however, only be made

each UDA’s developmental spine.

as part of an extensive community engagement process, to
allow for property rights concerns, environmental concerns,

2

Encourage the design and development of supporting,

and any other issues to be openly discussed and resolved.

parallel multimodal routes along Thomas Jefferson Road to
connect existing and future development.

6

All existing and future roadways throughout the UDAs
should incorporate multimodal access for pedestrians

3

Consolidate future residential development to create a

and cyclists and follow ‘Complete Streets’ guidelines as

cohesive network of clearly identifiable neighborhoods.

applicable, and as these connect to existing public rights
of way.

4

Where feasible, reconfigure existing land parcels and
organize/cluster future subdivisions around common

7

Emphasize new development around the two designated

green spaces. When possible, these green spaces should be

focus areas, centered at corridor gateways, major roadway

connected to an overall green network.

intersections, regional parks or community supported
public institutions.



UDA Focus Areas
FOCUS AREAS OVERVIEW MAP

While the Forest and New London UDAs establish very general

FIGURE 5

development standards for each area (described in section 3), the
UDA Focus Areas have been defined to provide precedent “models”
for the types of development feasible in each UDA using Traditional
Neighborhood Design (TND) Principles. As such, these Focus Area
examples offer more specific guidance for future growth within
specific areas in each UDA. Hypothetical land-use scenarios for
these two Focus Areas (Figure 5) are described below:

FOCUS AREA 1:
THOMAS JEFFERSON ROAD
This focus area (Figure 6) is located just south of Forest’s
historic Village and immediately adjacent to Thomas Jefferson
Elementary School. Working with two large parcels, a future,
clustered development could be established with townhouses
and single-family houses arranged along a linear park. This
development scenario would preserve existing forested areas as
a buffer between existing neighborhoods and roadways. Such
a development concept would promote active transportation,
especially for students who could walk to Thomas Jefferson
Elementary School, and would also provide additional usable
green space while preserving the scale of development prevalent
in the area.

FOCUS AREA 2:
ROUTE 460
This focus area (Figure 7) straddles Route 460 and is bordered on
the east by Thomas Jefferson Road and London Downs Golf Club.
This development scenario could allow for additional commercial
areas along Route 460 with consolidated and limited vehicular
access points to facilitate buffers from, and safe access by,
vehicular traffic along Route 460. Based on future treatments of
Route 460, new neighborhoods flanking 460 in this development
concept could function as one single development parcel or two
separate developments. In either scenario, this concept would
promote a mix of residential types and commercial uses, and allow
for easy and safe access to both new and existing green spaces.
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FOCUS AREA 1
FIGURE 6

BUILDING TYPE DEFINITIONS

FOCUS AREA 2
FIGURE 7

These UDA Focus Areas do not explicitly prescribe land-use
or zoning recommendations, given the contantly changing
nature of development in Bedford County. Instead, these Focus
Areas provide “building type” recommendations that relate
to potential Traditional Neighborhood Development (TND)
building arrangements. “Village Center”, “Village General”, and
“Village Edge” are the three categories used. “Village Center”
refers to a mix of building uses that might include stores, shops
or restaurants on the first level with residences or offices on
the floors above. “Village General” refers to buildings like town
homes or structures that contain more than one residence per
structure. “Village Edge” typically refers to buildings such as
single-family homes.

